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A new coronavirus, declared as Global Health Emergency, Covid-19 was first identified in
Wuhan, the capital of China's Hubei province, after people developed SARS like pneumonia.
While social distancing can help in near future but a solution to frequent outbreaks is to find a
Broad spectrum Anti Viral like Receptol®️. Receptol®️ nano- peptides can block the attachment
of S protein like in case of well-studied mode of action in treatment of other retrovirus infection
such as HIV over the last 12 years.
1st PHEIC was declared by WHO for Swine Flue (H1N1 Influenzas) in 2009 with 284,500
deaths with 763 million cases reported in 214 countries and was successfully contained by
Receptol®️ used at 3 domestic & international airports in Mumbai.
The Patented Receptol®️ oral spray (USA Patent # US 9,249,188 B2) is a new Immunity
Drug (NID) providing mode of action in a vaccine like manner with active immunity, can be
used for treatment and as preventative vaccine in dealing with current 2019-nCoV epidemic.
The US and global product patent: https://patents.google.com/patent/US9249188B2/en.
Receptol®️ consists of cell to cell communicator Nano informational peptides (Radha108) &
Proline-Rich Polypeptides (PRPs) from Mammalian colostrum, Mother’s 1st milk after birth
of the child. Numerous Studies have shown that Receptol®️ spray will deliver nanopeptide
crossing blood brain barrier and have great effectiveness in treating many immunity disease
including all viral infections with in 3 months.
Constituents: Active Ingredients consist of Patented Nano-Informational Peptides extracted
from mammalian/ bovine colostrum via Ultra Nano filtration Technology having sequence id
1-8 & Proline Rich Poly Peptides (PRPs). As a natural product, Radha-108 Nanopeptides
have no side effects which can be taken safely by all age groups and are not species specific.
USP: Innovative & affordable, globally patented, broad-spectrum antiviral, immunomodulator, easy to administer, no side effects (100% natural) can be consumed by all, has no
age or sex barrier.
Mode of Action of Receptol drastically differs from other treatments/vaccines in pipeline
(current products from Gilead, Astra Zeneca, Eli Lilly, Pfizer Merck) since it blocks entry of
all viruses & augments immunomodulation in unique patterns. RECEPTOL® exposes the
patient's immune system to the memory of a health threat, whether foreign or native, and the
knowledge of how to best respond to protect itself via building body's own immune system
naturally like a new born baby is protected with mother's milk.
Receptol®️ showed great effectiveness in treatment of retrovirus such as HIV, Swine Flu and
SARS like conditions caused by Coronavirus. An accelerated, prospective Phase III global
efficacy and safety studies for Receptol®️ Monotherapy was conducted for HIV Positive
patients with 10 years follow up showed significant resolution of all symptoms within 3 weeks
including consistent week after week weight gain and pharmacological effects with low to
undetectable Viral Load and increased Absolute CD4 Counts.

Receptol®️ oral spray can be an answer to prevent & treat current epidemic of 2019-nCoV as
its Mode of Action is similar to that of AIDS for which global studies with 10 years follow
were done. Receptol®️’s nano-peptide will not only dock on S glycoprotein receptor on the cell
surface to mitigate cell fusion though competitive inhibition, closing doors and windows for
all viral entry but will also stimulate the maturation of immature thymocytes into helper &
suppresser T cells. T helper cells will help produce antibodies against 2019nCoA.
Suppressor T cells, on the other hand, deactivate other lymphocytes after an infection has been
cleared to avoid damage to healthy tissues. Receptol®️ will help to produce memory T cells, in
order to expedite the production of antibodies for future infection in all human hosts like a
vaccine.
The need for Receptol®, A broad spectrum Antiviral & Immunity booster from Mother's first
Milk (colostrum) for better health stems from the growing awareness that prevention is the best
cure from COVID-19 where perpetual lockdown of country is not the solution but lockdown
of the COVID-19 virus entry to human body.
RECEPTOL® as a broad vaccine for all viruses stimulates the production of cytokines IL-1
to IL-11, TNF-α, INF–γ by stimulus from Pituitary endocrine gland in the brain via crossing
the BBB – Blood-Brain Barrier being below 2k dal in size to ensure all viral infections in the
body are treated by killing them immediately with no side effects and can be used from the
age 0 to 100.
Medical fraternity globally have clearly stated that currently nothing is working against
Covid and post immunization also prevention will remain the only method via building
body’s immune system since post recovery of Covid patients virus may remain life long
embedded in critical organs of lung, heart, kidney and brain causing irreversible damage.
Receptol oral spray can be an answer to prevent & treat the current epidemic of 2019-nCoV
as its Mode of Action is similar to that of AIDS & Swine flu as per the recent publication in
the American Journal of Biotechnology & Immunology, which can be
accessed: https://escientificpublishers.com/receptol-oral-spray-shield-for-coronavirusproposed-treatment-prevention-as-demonstrated-in-aids-JBI-02-0007. Publications in New
England Journal of Medicine, Lancet, Science & Nature are in progress.
Pls read the recent news article from US media to Covid prevention via building body’s own
immune system naturally and revert back asap as how we can work together to save the
humanity in this pandemic that has devastated global and Indian economy.
http://medicaltraveltoday.com/spotlight-interview-pawan-saharan-founder-ceo-biomixnetwork-inc/

